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Designed to complement the WJEC Eduqas GCSE Sociology Student Book, this practical and
concise spread-based Revision Guide supports students preparing for their WJEC Eduqas
GCSE Sociology assessment. / Each topic is covered on one spread with just the right
amount of detail, helping students get straight to the point. / Makes explicit the three
skills required by students across both papers: delivers ideas for AO3 (Evaluation)
ensuring that students know what they need to achieve the highest grades, and covers the
AO1 (Knowledge and understanding) and encourages students to apply their knowledge as
required for AO2 (Application). / Detailed exam advice is included, with hints and tips
offered throughout the book to help students develop the skills needed for the exam. /
Offers a selection of examples for students to use in their answers.
Written by an experienced drama teacher, this practical Study & Revision Guide provides
essential guidance for the non-examined assessment components of the course as well as
for the written exam. // Separate sections are included for Devising Theatre, Performing
from a Text and Interpreting Theatre components, helping you successfully complete your
coursework and develop your exam skills. // Covers key theatre practitioners with clear
information on Brecht, Stanislavski, Mitchell, Berkoff and Rice. //All WJEC and Eduqas
set texts are covered with summary notes and activities. // Performance and design
options are covered. // 'For your Portfolio' helps you build the evidence you need for
the Devising Theatre portfolio - rehearsal notes, mind maps and annotated scripts. //
'Assessment Objectives' show you which elements of the assessment criteria you are
working towards. // 'Tips' for each topic provide hints and advice to produce successful
work. // Numerous stage sketches and production photographs help visualise the practical
elements of theatre.
Through a skills-based and Assessment Objective-focussed approach, this Student Book
develops the skills on which students will be assessed in the exam papers. The book
provides a thorough preparation for students of all abilities on the requirements of the
2015 English Literature specification, that can be applied to specific set text-choices.
Written by experienced Film Studies authors and teachers, and endorsed by WJEC Eduqas,
this key resource provides high-quality content, insight and analysis. // It provides you
with the core knowledge and exemplification you need through your A Level Film Studies
course and prepares you thoroughly for your final exams. // Richly illustrated with
photographs that illustrate the key concepts, theories and critical scenes. // Provides
study advice, interpretative guidance and an analysis of the practical skills required
for the production element of the specification. // Includes study skills, practice
questions and answers to introduce the assessment criteria and to build confidence. //
Concepts are explored through in-depth case study chapters on 14 films from the
specification including: Casablanca, Bonnie and Clyde, La La Land, Beasts of the Southern
Wild, Trainspotting, Sightseers, Mustang, Taxi Tehran, Stories We Tell, Sunrise, Buster
Keaton shorts, Pulp Fiction, Daisies and Saute ma Ville, as well as references to many
other films. // Key definitions and independent activity suggestions introduce and
reinforce the key terminology involved and broaden knowledge of the genres under study.
// Stretch and Challenge activities enable a deeper understanding of the concepts and
theories.
WJEC GCSE English Language Student Book
OCR GCSE Music Study Guide
Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Geography B Second Edition
WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) English Language Workbook
Revision Guide
This guide has been specifically written for the new OCR GCSE specification (for first teaching
in 2009 and first exam in 2011). It will help you to succeed in all areas of your music GCSE.
Endorsed by WJEC/Eduqas, this Student Book offers high quality support you can trust. Written
by experienced Media Studies teachers and examiners, this engaging resource will encourage your
students to become confident, independent learners and develop their skills as Media
students.// All areas of the specification are covered and supported by numerous highlyillustrated examples taken from the set products and optional choices. // The theoretical
framework underpinning media studies is explored and applied to a range of media forms and
products. // A dedicated chapter on the Non-Examined Assessment element of the specification
provides clear guidance on how students will be assessed. // Exam guidance sections introduce
students to practice questions and the assessment objectives helping students with the skills
they need for assessment. // Extension tasks will help to stretch and challenge higher ability
students. // The book supports students taking Media Studies for the first time, as well as
those who are progressing from GCSE.
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Student Book 2 provides guidance and activities, in the context of the Component 1 and
Component 2 exam questions, on how to improve reading and writing skills. With the types of
texts that students will face in the exams, in-context SPAG support and regular opportunities
to monitor progress, this book aims to improve exam performance.
Ensure that every student can fulfil their potential with this tailor-made Student Book for the
2017 specifications; our bestselling Business authors develop knowledge and skills through
clear explanations, real-life examples and assessment practice questions. - Builds
understanding of business concepts through accessible explanations, supported by definitions of
key terms and tips that highlight important points and common misconceptions - Enables students
to apply their knowledge to the real business examples, issues and contexts in the 'Business
insight' feature - Develops investigative, analytical and evaluation skills through multiple
choice, short answer and case study/data response questions, sample answers and commentary Encourages students to track their progress using learning outcomes, end-of-chapter summaries
and knowledge-check questions - Helps students practise and improve their quantitative skills
via the 'Maths moment' feature - Stretches students with questions that test their ability to
make an informed judgement
WJEC Eduqas GCSE English Literature
New Grade 9-1 GCSE English Language WJEC Eduqas Complete Revision & Practice (with Online
Edition)
School Play
Edexcel GCSE Music Revision Guide
WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Design and Technology
The Revised Edition of this popular Student Book covers the WJEC/Eduqas amended GCSE Music
specifications for first teaching from September 2020. // This revised edition covers the new
prepared extracts in Unit 3 (WJEC) and Component 3 (Eduqas) for assessment from summer 2022:
WJEC, Peer Gynt Suite No.1: Anitra's Dance: Grieg, Everything Must Go: Manic Street Preachers,
Eduqas, Badinerie by J.S.Bach for Flute and String Orchestra with Harpsichord Africa: Toto //
Endorsed by WJEC // Covers all four Areas of Study: Musical Forms and Devices, Music for
Ensemble, Film Music and Popular Music // Provides practical activities, extension tasks,
suggestions for additional listening and useful tips for individual and group work // Supports
students in all aspects of Performing, Composing and Appraising // Helps students prepare for
the Performing Assessment and presentation of their coursework for Composing: includes
identifying best practice, practical advice and guidance on how to complete the required log,
evaluation and programme notes // Free audio clips and web links to music performances to
accompany this book are provided via a dedicated website. 'Listen online' icons alongside
relevant sections within the book indicate when to go online.
The Revised Edition covers the WJEC/Eduqas amended GCSE Music specifications for first teaching
from September 2020. // This revised edition covers the new prepared extracts in Unit 3 (WJEC)
and Component 3 (Eduqas) for assessment from summer 2022: WJEC: Peer Gynt Suite No.1: Anitra's
Dance: Grieg, Everything Must Go: Manic Street Preachers // Eduqas: Badinerie by J.S.Bach for
Flute and String Orchestra with Harpsichord, Africa: Toto // This practical and concise revision
guide is designed to support students preparing for their WJEC and Eduqas GCSE Music assessment.
// Provides the necessary musical information in a succinct and accessible format, ensuring
students are fully equipped for assessment // Offers students the opportunity to practise
identifying the elements of music when listening, and how they are used in composing //
Highlights the required Musical Terms with definitions and includes plenty of Practice Questions
to assist students in developing their musical theory skills // Provides help and advice on how
to approach the listening examination and coursework // Contains Sample Exam Questions with
example answers and commentaries to demonstrate ways to approach the exam aspect of the course
// Free audio clips and web links to music to accompany this book will be provided via a
dedicated website. 'Listening' icons alongside relevant sections within the book indicate when
to go online.
For study or revision, these guides are the perfect accompaniment to the set text, providing
invaluable background and exam advice. Philip Allan Literature Guides (for GCSE) offer succinct
and accessible coverage of all key aspects of the set text and are designed to challenge and
develop your knowledge, encouraging you to reach your full potential. Each full colour guide: Gives you the confidence that you know your set text inside out, with insightful coverage for
you to develop your understanding of context, characters, quotations, themes and style - Ensures
you are fully prepared for your exams: each guide shows you how your set text will be measured
against assessment objectives of the main specification - Develops the skills you need to do
well in your exams, with tasks and practice questions in the guide, and lots more completely
free online, including podcasts, glossaries, sample essays and revision advice at
www.philipallan.co.uk/literatureguidesonline
Study anytime, anywhere, as you review and consolidate learning for the WJEC and Eduqas GCSE
Business course. Ideal for home learning, this eTextbook summarises the key specification
content, with activities and practice questions for students to complete independently at their
own pace. With My Revision Notes every student can: - Consolidate subject knowledge by working
through clear and focused content coverage - Check their own understanding through regular tasks
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and practice questions - with answers provided online - Pick up expert tips for improving their
answers and avoiding common mistakes - Extend their learning with answers to 'Now test yourself'
and exam-style questions available free online at
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/myrevisionnotesdownloads - Ensure they've covered every topic by
ticking off their progress on the revision planner
My Revision Notes: WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) History
WJEC and Eduqas GCSE Business
New GCSE English Literature WJEC Eduqas Anthology Poetry Guide - for the Grade 9-1 Course
WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Religious Studies
OCR GCSE Music Study Guide 2016
Exam Board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: English First Teaching: September 2015 First Exam: June 2017 Endorsed
by WJEC Ensure that every student develops the reading, writing and oracy skills they need to fulfil their
potential with this confidence-boosting, skills-focused Student's Book that contains a rich bank of stimulus texts
and progressive activities designed specifically for the new WJEC specification in Wales. - Guides you and your
students through the 2015 English language requirements, mapping the core content thematically to support
teaching and learning - Enables students of all ability levels to build and boost their English language skills by
working through a variety of developmental activities supported by extension tasks to stretch high achievers Includes a range of engaging literary and non-fiction texts that aid comprehension, encourage synthesis and
comparison, and provide effective models for students' own writing for different purposes and genres - Prepares
students for examination by providing numerous opportunities to practise the new question types and sample
student answers that show clearly how they could be improved - Offers trusted, skills-focused advice from an
author team with extensive teaching and examining experience
Bring out the best in every student, enabling them to develop in-depth subject knowledge with this accessible
and engaging Student's Book, created for the 2016 specification by a team of subject specialists and the leading
Religious Studies publisher. - Helps students of all abilities fulfil their potential and increase their understanding
through clear, detailed explanations of the key content and concepts - Motivates students to build and cement
their knowledge and skills using a range of imaginative, innovative activities that support learning and revision Provides a variety of quotes from sources of authority that students can draw on to enhance their responses and
extend their learning - Encourages students to make links between the world religions and philosophical and
ethical issues so they develop a holistic view of religion in modern Britain - Prepares students for examination
with a rich bank of exam-style questions, guidance on how to improve responses and student-friendly
assessment criteria - Enables you to teach unfamiliar topics and systematic studies confidently with clear
explanations of Christian, Catholic Christian, Islamic and Judaic beliefs and practices, verified by faith
organisations WJEC Eduqas GCSE RS Component 1: Religious, philosophical and ethical studies in the Modern
World 1 Issues of Relationship 2 Issues of Life and Death 3 Issues of Good and Evil 4 Issues of Human Rights
Component 2: 5 Beliefs and teachings 6 Christianity: Practices Component 3: Study of a World Faith - Islam 7
Islam: Beliefs and teachings 8 Islam: Practices Component 3: Study of a World Faith - Judaism 9 Judaism: Beliefs
and teachings 10 Judaism: Practices
Target success in WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) History with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key
content coverage is combined with exam preparation tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that
students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can:
- Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate subject
knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage - Test understanding and identify areas for
improvement with regular revision tasks - Improve exam technique through practice questions and tips from an
expert author, teacher and examiner - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the practice
questions available online - Learn and use key terms for each topic This title covers the following studies: - The
Elizabethan Age, 1558-1603 - Germany in Transition, 1919-1939 - The Development of the USA, 1929-2000 Changes in Crime and Punishment in Britain, c.500 to the present day - Changes in Health and Medicine in
Britain, c.500 to the present day
Develop your students' subject knowledge and skills using this second edition Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Geography B
Student book. Featuring updated case studies, practice questions and clear presentation of key terms, this
thoroughly revised edition provides students with the up-to-date knowledge they need to succeed at GCSE. Enhances students' subject knowledge, critical thinking and problem-solving skills using clear explanations of
geographical issues, brought to life through an exciting, enquiry-based approach - Teaches students how to
interpret, analyse and evaluate geographical information through a range of progressive, skills-building
activities that use real-place data, maps and photographs - Boosts candidates' confidence approaching
examination by providing opportunities for practice for each assessed theme - Highlights possible fieldwork
projects and contains guidance on carrying out investigations that meet the changed assessment requirements
AQA GCSE Music Study Guide
Study and Revise for GCSE: Never Let Me Go
Eduqas AS and A Level Music Study Guide
WJEC GCSE English Language: WJEC GCSE English Language Student Book 2
Hard to Swallow

Designed to accompany the WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Media Studies Student Book, this practical and concise
Revision Guide supports students preparing for their WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Media Studies assessment. /
Written by an experienced Media Studies teacher and examiner and presented in a clear and
straightforward way making it accessible and easy to use. / Key information from the theoretical
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framework underpinning media studies is reinforced and applied to a range of media forms and products
through features including `Checklists', `Quickfire revision' questions and tasks and `Have a go'
activities. / Simple, colourful presentation along with plenty of activities will engage students and help
keep them motivated throughout their revision. / Exam focus sections offer a breakdown of exam papers
and assessment objectives helping students refine the skills they need for assessment.
This play, an adaptation of Maureen Dunbar's award winning book (and film) Catherine, charts her
daughter's uneven battle with anorexia and this family's difficulties in coping with it all.
So much more than a traditional revision resource, this Study and Revision Guide has been carefully
designed to give students clear guidance on every aspect of the GCSE course and prepare them
thoroughly for their final exams. // Written by an experienced teacher and examiner and endorsed by
WJEC, it provides high quality support you can trust. // The innovative design allows the content of each
topic to be covered in a three-step sequence: knowledge and understanding (AO1) pages begin each
topic, followed by (AO2) application of knowledge and then (AO3) analysis & evaluation. //
Comprehensive support for Unit 1 / Component 1 Introduction to Physical Education. // Clear and
succinct presentation of the key information needed per topic, ensuring students are fully equipped for
assessment. // Provides a clear focus on the assessment needs for exam success. // Recap and summaries
per topic present information in diagrammatic and visual styles to aid the revision process.
Written by an experienced senior examiner and teacher, and endorsed by WJEC/Eduqas, this vibrant
student book provides invaluable support in an accessible and engaging style for all three components of
the new specification, including: All aspects of devising and performing and on rehearsal techniques. /
Creating a portfolio of supporting evidence and on choosing suitable extracts from a text. / Evaluating
and helping improve students' own devised performance. / Understanding key theatre practitioners and
genres, with suggested practical activities / Focused introductions to the set plays. / Support and advice
for technical students who choose set, lighting or sound design.
Step Up to GCSE Music
WJEC Eduqas Film Studies for A Level and AS
WJEC/Eduqas GCSE PE: Introduction to Physical Education: Study and Revision Guide
AQA GCSE Music Revision Guide (2018+)
GCSE AQA English Language for the Grade 9-1 Course
This edition covers the WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Music specifications from 2016. There is a revised edition for
teaching from September 2020 available. / Endorsed by WJEC/Eduqas the Student Book provides high
quality support you can trust. / Covers all four Areas of Study: Musical Forms and Devices, Music for
Ensemble, Film Music and Popular Music / Contains practical activities, extension tasks, suggestions for
additional listening and useful tips for individual and group work. / Supports students in all aspects of
Performing, Composing and Appraising. / Helps students prepare for the Performing Assessment and
presentation of their coursework for Composing: includes identifying best practice, practical advice and
guidance on how to complete the required log, evaluation and programme notes. / Free audio clips and
web links to music performances to accompany the book are provided via a dedicated website. / This
2016 edition of the Student Book covers the prepared extracts in Unit 3 WJEC (Abdelazer Suit II: Rondeau:
Purcell and Handbags and Gladrags: Stereophonics) and Component 3 Eduqas (Eine Kleine Nachtmusik,
Movement 3, Minuet: Mozart; Since You've Been Gone: Rainbow) for assessment in Summer 2020 and
2021.
Fifteen-year-old Charlie has serious ambitions - to mess with teachers' heads, to front a gang, to ride the
motorbike that blows all competition out of the water. But when the new music teacher, Miss Fry, arrives,
things start to change.
Exam Board: AQALevel & Subject: GCSE Food preparation and nutritionFirst teaching: September 2016
First exams: June 2018 This Food preparation and nutrition Revision and Practice book contains clear and
accessible explanations of all the GCSE content, with lots of practice opportunities for each topic
throughout. Based on new research that proves repeated practice is more effective than repeated study,
this book is guaranteed to help you achieve the best results. There are clear and concise revision notes
for every topic covered in the curriculum, plus seven practice opportunities to ensure the best results.
Includes:* quick tests to check understanding* end-of-topic practice questions* topic review questions
later in the book* mixed practice questions at the end of the book* free Q&A flashcards to download
online* an ebook version of the revision guide* more topic-by-topic practice and a complete exam-style
paper in the added workbook
WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Music
Assessment Preparation for Component 1 and Component 2
WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Music Student Book: Revised Edition
WJEC / Eduqas GCSE Music Listening Tests
WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Drama
WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Music Revision Guide
The AQA GCSE Music Study Guide is a definitive study guide for the 'reformed' GCSE (9-1)
specification. Written by experts, this comprehensive guide covers all components of the
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GCSE; 'Performing', 'Composing' and 'Understanding Music'. This edition contains full
coverage of the study pieces for all four areas of study, gives background information
and advice on answering questions on ‘unfamiliar’ repertoire, offers comprehensive
support for 'Composing' tasks, gives advice on how to tackle 'Performing', explains what
to expect in the exam and introduces the musical language, elements and contexts that AQA
expects students to know.
Shows what examiners are looking for in the GCSE coursework and in the exam. This
resource provides coverage of the specification so that teachers can deliver the course
with confidence and students can approach assessment fully prepared. It includes
activities and case studies throughout to engage students with this subject.
Exam board: WJEC Eduqas Level: GCSE Subject: Design & Technology First teaching:
September 2017 First exams: Summer 2019 Reinforce classroom learning and boost students'
understanding of all materials with this textbook written for the WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1)
Design & Technology specification. Written by leading D&T experts, this textbook will
build your students' knowledge of the core principles, help to develop their designing
and making skills and provide them with the opportunity to make sure they are ready to
tackle both parts of the assessment. - Helps students clearly understand the core
principles of all materials and general concepts of designing and making, as well as
build their knowledge, understanding and skills for one material or system in more depth
- Hones students' mathematical and scientific ability so they don't miss out on the easy
marks - Features practice questions in the style of the written exam to make sure
students are confident to tackle the written element of the assessment - Inspires and
motivates students with stretch and challenge: activities designed to challenge the more
able learners and to ensure progression to A-level
Exam Board: AQA, OCR, WJEC, WJEC Eduqas Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: English literature
First teaching: September 2015 First exams: Summer 2017 Enable students to achieve their
best grade in GCSE English Literature with this year-round course companion; designed to
instil in-depth textual understanding as students read, analyse and revise Never Let Me
Go throughout the course. This Study and Revise guide: - Increases students' knowledge of
Never Let Me Go as they progress through the detailed commentary and contextual
information written by experienced teachers and examiners - Develops understanding of
plot, characterisation, themes and language, equipping students with a rich bank of
textual examples to enhance their exam responses - Builds critical and analytical skills
through challenging, thought-provoking questions that encourage students to form their
own personal responses to the text - Helps students maximise their exam potential using
clear explanations of the Assessment Objectives, annotated sample student answers and
tips for reaching the next grade - Improves students' extended writing techniques through
targeted advice on planning and structuring a successful essay - Provides opportunities
for students to review their learning and identify their revision needs with knowledgebased questions at the end of each chapter
WJEC Eduqas GCSE Sociology Revision Guide
OCR GCSE Music Revision Guide (2016+)
My Revision Notes: WJEC and Eduqas GCSE Business
WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Music
A definitive study guide for the 'reformed' GCSE (9-1) specification. Written by experts, this comprehensive guide covers all
components of the GCSE: Performing, Composing and Appraising
WJEC & EDUQAS GCSE Music Revision Guide: This revision guide will help you to prepare for the written exam
(Unit/Component 3) of the WJEC and Eduqas 9–1 specifications – Suitable for exams 2018 onwards. It includes the most
important facts about each of the prepared extracts, guidance on the required knowledge for each question of the exam,
practice questions for each area of study, tips on how to prepare for the exam and a glossary of musical terms
A definitive study guide for the 9–1 GCSE syllabus, this comprehensive guide supports all components of the GCSE:
Performing, Composing and Appraising. This title also covers the full list of Set Works and suggested Wider Listening,
provides tests and practice exam questions and includes advice and tips on how to do well in the written paper. Endorsed for
Edexcel
This revision guide presents all the key information you will need to know for the Listening and Appraising exam of the 9-1
specification. It includes: - Top ten revision tips - Notes on the elements of music - Sections on each of the main topics in
Areas of Study 2, 3, 4 and 5 - Crosswords, quizzes and questions - A glossary of the technical terms you will need to learn
WJEC & EDUQAS GCSE Music Revision Guide
WJEC/Eduqas Media Studies for A Level Year 1 and AS
WJEC/Eduqas GCSE Music Revision Guide - Revised Edition
GCSE Film Studies for WJEC
WJEC EDUQAS GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition All-in-One R
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